TO THE STARS • Director: Martha Stephens • Producers: Laura D. Smith, Kristen Mann
*Official Selection of Sundance Film Festival 2019

ABUNDANT ACREAGE AVAILABLE • Director: Angus MacLachlan • Producers: Kate Churchill, Angus MacLachlan
Cast: Amy Ryan, Max Gail, Terry Kinney
*Official Selection of Tribeca Film Festival 2017

GEMINI • Rough House Pictures • Director: Aaron Katz • Producers: Mynette Louie, Sara Murphy, Adele Romanski

LAND HO! • Sony / Game Changer Films • Dirs: Aaron Katz, Martha Stephens • Prods: Christina Jennings, Mynette Louie, Sara Murphy
Cast: Earl Lynn Nelson, Paul Eenhoorn

A PICTURE FOR YOU • Medium 10-12 • Director: J.P. Chan • Producers: J.P. Chan, Robert M. Chang, Yasmine Gomez
Cast: Jo Mei, Andrew Pang, Teyonah Parris

VACATION! • Director: Zach Clark • Producers: Zach Clark, Daryl Pittman, Melodie Sisk
Cast: Trieste Kelly Dunn, Melodie Sisk • First Assistant Camera

COLD WEATHER • Parts and Labor / IFC • Director: Aaron Katz • Prods: Lars Kaudsen, Brendan McFadden, Ben Stambler, Jay Van Hoy
Cast: Cris Lankenau, Trieste Kelly Dunn, Raul Castillo

LUKE AND BRIE ARE ON A FIRST DATE • 600 West Productions / FilmBuff • Director: Chad Hartigan • Prod: Matthew I. Goldberg
Cast: George ducker, Meghan Webster • Camera Operator

NORA'S HAIR SALON II • 20th Century Fox • Director: Jill Maxcy • Prods: Lila Aviv, Jessie Levostre, Mekhi Phifer, Ronnie Warner
Cast: Tatyana Ali, Stacey Dash, Mekhi Phifer • Assistant Camera

QUIET CITY • 600 West Productions • Director: Aaron Katz • Producers: Brendan McFadden, Ben Stambler
Cast: Erin Fisher, Cris Lankenau, Joe Swanberg

DANCE PARTY, USA • Benten Films • Director: Aaron Katz • Producers: Brendan McFadden, Marc Ripper
Cast: Cole Pesinger, Anna Kavan • Assistant Camera